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Executive summary

Macroeconomic overview

The global economy continued to remain stable but slowed down marginally in 2016, as shown by global GDP growth 

of 2.1%, compared with 2.4% growth in the previous year. This was partly due to a slowdown in the US economy, where 

a weak business environment slowed GDP growth from 2.1% in 2015 to 1.6%. The eurozone continued to witness 

signs of recovery with an overall GDP growth of 1.7%; this was primarily due to exchange-rate depreciation, a boost in 

consumer spending, quantitative easing by the European Central Bank and declining headline unemployment fi gures. 

In contrast, growth in the top emerging economies increased marginally over the past year. The Economist 

Intelligence Unit estimates that the economies of BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) grew at 

4.5%, a marginal increase from 4.3% in 2015. 

Within BRICS, India grew faster at 7.6% in FY16, compared with 6.5% growth in 2015. The services sector 

experienced particularly strong growth as its contribution to GDP increased to 54%. In particular, fi nancial 

services, insurance, real estate and professional services grew at around 10%, leading the sector’s overall growth. 

Manufacturing witnessed a recovery as well and grew at around 9% in 2016, compared with 6% in 2015. After a 

dip in 2015, commodity prices for oil, major agricultural items and metal commodities increased in 2016, and 

infl ation remained in the 3% to 5% range. Consumer price index infl ation fell sharply in the second half of the 

year, due to a decline in food grain prices. At the same time, wholesale price index infl ation increased due to 

costlier input material, especially crude oil. 

Bond markets in India also do not indicate any infl ationary trend as yields on 10-year government bonds continue 

to drop. They were around 6.4% in January 2017, compared with 7.8% in January 2016.

India witnessed some signifi cant macroeconomic and policy changes in 2016, which include the passing of the Goods 

and Services Tax (GST) Act and “demonetisation,” which on November 8, 2016, rendered Indian 500- and 1,000-rupee 

currency notes, about 85% of the total bank notes in circulation, illegal. However, most surveyed investors in India 

believe these changes are a positive step and an opportunity. They believe that while demonetisation may affect short-

term growth due to a sudden liquidity squeeze and long waiting periods for cash withdrawal, it should have a long-term 

benefi t. The intended benefi ts and outcomes of demonetisation include turbocharging digital payments, boosting 

traditional banking by increasing the base money in the system and reducing the cash economy, which should 

result in higher tax compliance. Today, the implications of demonetisation are still being determined. However, 

despite these policy changes, the Indian stock market (Sensex) also remained more or less stable during this period. 

To attract investment, India will need to continue making it easier to do business in the country, a large part of which 

involves a regulatory environment that is more conducive to business growth. Towards this goal, the government has 

encouraged investments through policies such as Make in India, tax regime rationalisation and Startup India, and 

it has set up the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) to enhance infrastructure fi nancing in India. 

The government is also fast-tracking approvals for industry and infrastructure projects, as well as relaxing Foreign 

Exchange Management Act (FEMA) rules to provide easier access to capital for domestic investment funds.

 

In 2016, the global buyout value dipped to $257 billion from the 2015 level of $297 billion. North America saw a 16% 

decrease to $132 billion, and Asia-Pacifi c saw a 19% decrease to $31 billion. What we saw in the Asia-Pacifi c region over 

the past year was a rapidly maturing private equity (PE) industry. Instead of getting blown around by global crosswinds, 
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it performed—surprisingly well—according to its own fundamental strengths and weaknesses. Returns kept growing 

and limited partners (LPs) remained cash positive, indicating that the PE investment cycle is solidly self-sustaining. 

Fund-raising

After allocating $115 billion to funds focused on the Asia-Pacifi c region over the previous two years, it’s unsurprising 

that investors looked elsewhere in 2016. Total funds raised in the region dropped almost 16% from a year earlier 

to $43 billion and slipped to 9% of the global total from 11% in 2015. Results from the Bain Private Equity Survey 

indicate that general partners (GPs) sitting on a mountain of dry powder may not have been giving fund-raising 

their full attention during 2016. Their priorities were buying companies and working on their existing portfolios—

not beating the bushes for fresh capital. That may change in the coming year, however. Deals and portfolio man-

agement will continue to be priorities, but many GPs indicated they will be refocusing on fund-raising as well. 

Close to 70% said they will launch a new fund in the next 12 to 24 months. 

However, India continued to be an attractive destination for investments, as funds allocated to India increased by 

8% over the previous year. Standing at $9 billion, Indian dry powder remained at levels similar to 2015, indicating 

no dearth of capital for good-quality deals. In addition, India sees incremental capital from regional allocations 

from global and Asia-Pacifi c-focused funds, which is not refl ected in the above number.

 

New asset classes like alternative investment funds (AIFs) have grown in the Indian market, aided by government 

regulations and tax breaks. Registered AIFs in India have more than doubled over the past two years and stood at 

approximately 270 in 2016. AIFs have also been a signifi cant contributor to overall fund-raising in the Indian market 

and contributed to 41% of the total India-focused funds raised in 2016, compared with only 11% in 2014.

 

A majority of funds reported greater participation from LPs in the form of passive coinvestment rights in their current 

portfolio. Funds expect LPs to play a more active role in 2017 and will likely offer more coinvestment opportunities.

 

Fund-raising is expected to be a higher priority for funds in 2017. However, most believe that the fund-raising environ-

ment will become even more challenging in the coming year.

 

Deal making

India continued to be a healthy market for deal making in 2016. At $16.8 billion, its total deal value in 2016 was the 

second highest in the past nine years. While the deal value in 2016 was lower than the high point of 2015, the drop 

is primarily the result of a slowdown in large consumer technology deals. While consumer technology remains an 

exciting sector with plenty of opportunities and potential to grow, signifi cantly high levels of investment in previous 

years, questions about the economic sustainability of the business models and high valuations cautioned investors 

in 2016. Excluding consumer technology and real estate, investment value in 2016 was actually marginally higher 

than it was the previous year. 

 

Banking, fi nancial services and insurance (BFSI), IT and manufacturing were high-growth sectors and contributed 

to half of the total deal value. Deals in the BFSI sector were fuelled by multiple investments in nonbanking fi nancial 

companies (NBFC) that have thrived in segments that are either inaccessible or unattractive for traditional banks. 

NBFC business models demand heavy infusions of capital, and investors were ready to deploy capital in strong-

performing pure-play NBFCs, housing fi nance companies and microfi nance institutions. Investments in Janalakshmi 

Financial, Edelweiss and Shriram Transport Finance were some of the large NBFC deals of 2016. Consumer tech-

nology, while declining in deal value, still remains an important focus sector and contributed to 20% of the total 
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deal value. Most surveyed GPs expect healthcare and BFSI to be key sectors of investment in 2017. However, most 

also believe that current asset valuations are high and will likely be tempered in the coming years.

 

A few large deals dominated the market in 2016. The top 15 deals contributed to 30% of total investment value in 

2016, compared with 25% in 2015. Average deal size came down from $22 million in 2015 to $17 million in 2016. 

However, excluding consumer technology, average deal size actually increased by 28% over 2015. The overall decline 

refl ected a lack of mega deals in the consumer technology sector—while 2015 had seen multiple deals greater than 

$500 million, there was no deal greater than that sum in 2016. The share of majority deals grew in 2016. Even in 

minority deals, surveyed investors are interested in getting a path to control for key decisions. While early-, growth- 

and late-stage deals are still prominent investment types, buyout deals spiked in 2016 and contributed to 20% of 

total deal value.

 

Competitive intensity in the Indian investment market has progressively increased, and we now have more than 

2501 participating and active funds. Surveyed investors believe that large global private equity funds looking at India 

as an investment destination will be the most important source of competition in the future. New deal structures 

such as venture debt are also fast emerging as a trend in the Indian market, with companies like InnoVen Capital, 

Trifecta Capital and IntelleGrow showing increased activity.

 

Exits and portfolio management

Last year was a good one for exits, which should signal confi dence to investors and funds. Total exit value grew 

marginally by 2% to reach $9.6 billion from $9.4 billion in 2015. This happened even as the total reported exits 

declined by 8%. Top 10 exits constituted around 45% of total exit value, similar to 2015. Manufacturing, healthcare 

and IT were key sectors that contributed to almost half of the entire exit value.

 

Public market sales including IPOs were subdued last year, and there was a marked increase in the number of 

strategic and secondary sales. Average deal sizes were signifi cantly higher for strategic sales and buybacks.

 

Of the several unexited deals from the 2008–2012 vintage, most are in the IT, telecom and BFSI sectors. PE funds aim 

to adopt a wait-and-see policy for these deals in 2017 and plan to continue working on the portfolio in the meantime.

 

While majority funds believe that top-line growth is a key factor in value creation today, they expect this to change 

over the next few years. Cost and capital effi ciency, as well as inorganic M&A, are expected to be key value-creation 

levers in the future.

 

In focus: Value creation in portfolio companies

The exit track record is critical for continued investment in private equity in India. If LPs don’t see their money 

back, they will likely not reinvest. Exits signal confi dence in the market and an ability to recover capital. Today, there 

is an overhang of approximately $50 billion in the Indian market. Consequently, being able to consistently create 

and unlock value in portfolio companies becomes even more important.

 

Surveyed investors identify a differentiated view on the target company and a clear value-creation plan as key levers for 

successful investments. Most investors believe they almost always have a clearly defi ned value-creation plan and strat-

egy. Additionally, most GPs leverage internal teams, including operating partners and portfolio-support teams, to 

help add value to the company after acquisition. However, investors face several challenges in realising their plans: 

Only half of the surveyed funds achieve the targeted margin-expansion plans during the holding period. Additionally, 
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40% of the surveyed funds have one team member or less in charge of adding value to the portfolio company. This 

is in sharp contrast to the stated ideal of having anywhere from three to fi ve people in portfolio teams.

 

As mentioned before, 2016 was a good sign for exits and gave us several examples of successful value creation. 

There were a number of large exits at attractive return multiples across various sectors. We believe there are 10 

critical actions to unlock value in portfolio companies across the different life stages of a deal.

 

Predeal:

• Conduct rigorous due diligence to sharpen deal thesis and identify specifi c value-creation levers.

• Structure deals creatively to protect against dilution of equity value.

• Align incentives of the promoter and management with the thesis of value creation.

During holding period:

• Sweat the network to open new business opportunities for the company.

• Contribute and participate in injecting talent and helping incorporate boards.

• Set up professional governance and participate proactively to accelerate select decisions (balanced activism).

• Challenge and refresh the value-creation plan every two to three years.

• Leverage your network to help the portfolio company with any necessary inorganic growth.

Preexit:

• Defi ne the exit strategy early and conduct regular portfolio valuation to identify the right exit points.

• Leverage the network to identify the right bankers, strategic buyers, other funds and so on.

Case study 1

One of the largest exits of 2016 was KKR’s sale of Alliance Tire Group (ATG), a global off-highway tire manufac-

turer with a presence in more than 120 countries across six continents. 

 

KKR acquired the company in a secondary buyout in 2013. By that time, ATG had scaled to a capacity of approxi-

mately 73,000 tonness annually, yet it had potential to elevate to the next level with the assistance of the right 

fi nancial and operational partner by achieving even greater capacity, further expanding its global reach and 

increasing its market share. 

 

In the three years of KKR’s ownership, members of both the KKR private equity deal team and KKR Capstone—

a team whose mission is to create value by identifying and delivering sustainable operational performance with-

in KKR portfolio companies—pinpointed a number of early fi nancial and operational initiatives that could maxi-

mise ATG’s potential and position it for growth. These included introducing ATG’s team to original equipment 

manufacturers, which could enable its expansion into newer areas, and leveraging ATG’s strong procurement 

expertise in Asia to help streamline some of the company’s sourcing. KKR also focused on enhancing ATG’s “go-
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to-market” effort in North America, strengthening distributor relationships in Europe, and unlocking supply 

chain and manufacturing constraints in India and Israel—all while maintaining a cost focus. 

 

KKR and KKR Capstone members further assisted ATG in proactively sourcing M&A targets to scale the company 

and optimised the company’s working capital through the KKR Capital Markets team. An executive in KKR Capstone 

served as ATG’s interim COO for nine months to fi ll a management gap while the team assisted ATG in hiring 

a permanent COO.

 

In July 2016, KKR completed the sale of ATG to Yokohama Rubber Company, a top-10 global tire manufacturer 

based in Japan. During KKR’s investment period, ATG’s volume rose by more than 40%, and production capacity 

and global market share rose by approximately two times.

Case study 2

Another successful exit in 2016 was Advent’s exit from Care Hospitals. Advent had bought a stake in Care Hospitals, 

a multispecialty healthcare provider, in 2012 at a price of around $125 million. Over the next four years, Advent 

developed and implemented several value-creation initiatives in the portfolio company.

 

Advent defi ned a clear set of value-creation factors at the onset—procurement optimisation, greenfi eld growth, 

expansion into new specialties and broader management strengthening, including a new CEO and a greenfi eld 

projects team. Despite having close to 15 hospitals, there was room for improving centralised procurement at 

Care Hospitals. The company ran a three-year procurement exercise and set up a clinical committee of some of 

the most senior doctors to push for procurement cost optimisation. The team set up a robust governance cadence 

of monthly reviews of compliance and takeaways to ensure the procurement optimisation plan was on track.

 

The company also succeeded in expanding the services offered at Care Hospitals. Care Hospitals originally 

specialised primarily in cardiac sciences and emergency. Over the last few years, they built new practices like 

orthopaedics, organ transplant and laparoscopy while also reinvigorating other practices such as neurology. For 

greenfi eld expansion, Advent got an operating partner on board who had built several hospitals himself and 

was deeply involved with the portfolio company for the fi rst couple of years. Advent also invested in refurbishing 

large existing units, such as the Banjara Hills, Hyderabad, facility, and built a large standalone outpatient centre. 

 

By the time of Advent’s exit from Care Hospitals, the hospital saw robust growth in patient volume and double-

digit growth in both operating revenue and EBITDA. Advent exited Care Hospitals through a strategic sale to the 

Abraaj Group.

 

Implications

Overall, 2016 was a good year for private equity in India. Even after accounting for a slowdown in consumer 

technology, deal value and volume were the second highest of the last nine years. BFSI emerged as a key sector 

of interest for private equity and venture capital in 2016. New asset classes and fund types emerged, which in-

clude alternative investment funds and structuring deals through venture debt. LPs are continuing to focus on 

returns from India, even as competitive intensity in the market grows with an increasing number of funds. The 

exit climate was healthy in both value and volume. Value creation is a clear focus area for most investors, with 

capital and cost effi ciency expected to be a key lever for unlocking value in portfolio companies.

1 Based on deals greater than $10 million





• On the macroeconomic front, 2016 was a mixed 
year. The US economy slowed down on the back 
of weak business investment that picked up only 
in the second half of 2016. However, the euro-
zone economies had a resurgence of private con-
sumption. India and China continued to maintain 
healthy growth rates of about 7%, similar to 2015.

• The macro environment in India showed signs of 
strengthening in 2016. GDP growth was strong 
in key sectors, and infl ation remained in the 3% to 
5% range. The currency was stable when com-
pared with most emerging market peers. And in-
terest rates decreased, which helped bolster the 
business climate.

• Investors remain quite optimistic about the effect 
of recent macroeconomic and policy changes, such 
as the GST and demonetisation, on the investment 
climate. Investors believe that demonetisation is 
likely to affect only short-term economic growth 
while being more benefi cial in the longer run.

1.
Macroeconomic 
overview
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Notes: GDP adjusted for inflation and represented at constant 2005 US dollar prices; eurozone refers to member states of the EU that have adopted the euro as their currency
Source: Economic Intelligence Unit (estimates)

Global real GDP (at constant 2005 prices)

US Eurozone OtherIndia and China

“Global economic growth will remain subdued this year following a slowdown in the US and Britain’s vote to leave the European Union. … Taken as a 
whole, the world economy has moved sideways.”

—IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 2016
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Figure 1.1: In 2016, global GDP slowed to 2.1%, driven primarily by the US, while India and China 
continued to grow

Figure 1.2: India’s economy resurged in 2016 with GDP growth of 7.6%, driven by services and a 
recovery in manufacturing
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India’s wholesale and consumer price indices year-over-year growth rates 
over same month previous year

Prices indexed to 100

Notes: Crude oil prices based on WTI Cushing crude oil price; wheat prices based on MCX wheat commodity price; rice prices based on Amritsar Punjab market price; 
iron prices based on pig iron price; steel prices based on HR coil price; average monthly prices for agricultural products are the average of weekly prices; 
average monthly prices for oil are the average of daily prices; CPI is consumer price index; WPI is wholesale price index
Sources: Bloomberg; CRISIL; CEIC
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Figure 1.3: After the fall in 2015, commodity prices rebounded but infl ation remained in the 3%–5% range

Figure 1.4: The rupee remained stable compared with other developing countries; lower interest rates 
contributed to a better business environment 
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Sources: Bloomberg; Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)
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“In India, the growth forecast for the current (2016–17) and next fiscal year were trimmed by one percentage point and 0.4 percentage point,
 respectively, primarily due to the temporary negative consumption shock induced by cash shortages and payment disruptions associated with the recent
 currency note withdrawal and exchange initiative.”

—IMF, World Economic Outlook Update, January 2017
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Figure 1.5: Investors are optimistic about recent macroeconomic and policy changes in India

Figure 1.6: While demonetisation has affected short-term growth, it will likely lead to longer-term benefi ts
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Notes: Excludes add-ons, loan-to-own transactions and acquisitions of bankrupt assets; based on announcement date; includes announced deals that are completed or pending,
with data subject to change; geography based on target’s location 
Source: Dealogic
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Figure 1.7: Global buyout value in 2016, while slightly off 2015, was in line with other recent years





• Fund-raising in Asia-Pacifi c declined by about 16% 
to $43 billion in 2016 (vs. $51 billion in 2015); 
India continued to be an attractive destination for 
investments, as India-focused funds increased by 
8% in aggregate to reach $4 billion.

• India-focused funds are carrying approximately 
$9 billion in dry powder, similar to 2015 levels, 
reaffirming the potential for investments in the 
Indian market.

• New asset classes and fund types continue to 
emerge in India. AIFs showed robust growth in 
2016 and became 41% of total funds raised vs. 
11% in 2014.

• While fund-raising is a high priority for investors 
in 2017, they believe the fund-raising environment 
will get more challenging.

• LPs are expected to play a more active role in 
deals in 2017, and investors are likely to offer 
more coinvestment opportunities to them in the 
coming year.

2.
Fund-raising
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Note: Value excludes real estate and infrastructure
Source: Preqin

Asia-Pacific-focused funds: value of final closed size by country and year of final close
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Figure 2.1: After a few strong years, fund-raising slowed across Asia-Pacifi c while India-focused funds 
grew 8% last year

Figure 2.2: India-focused dry powder remained at about $9 billion; quality deals are not lacking capital
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*As of November 2016 
Notes: Category I: AIFs that invest in start-up or early stage ventures, social ventures, SMEs, infrastructure or other sectors or areas which the government or regulators consider
socially or economically desirable and include venture capital funds, SME funds, social venture funds and infrastructure funds; Category II: AIFs that do not fall into Category I
and III and do not undertake leverage or borrowing other than to meet day-to-day operational requirements; Category III: AIFs that employ diverse or complex trading strategies
and may employ leverage including through investment in listed or unlisted derivatives
Source: SEBI

Number of registered AIFs in India

Growth in registered AIFs in India Growth in share of AIFs in total fund-raising in India

Category IICategory I Category III

Annual funds raised by AIFs in India
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2014 2015 2016*
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~2.4

0

1

2

$3B

2014 2015 2016*

11% 32% 41%% of total
funds raised

Growth boosted by the government’s 
decision (in 2015) to give “tax pass 

through” status to AIFs—implying that 
capital gains will be taxed in hands of 

investors and not the funds

Percentage of total respondents selecting each option*Percentage of total respondents selecting “fund-raising” as top priority

*No respondent selected the option “Get significantly more challenging”
Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)

Looking at your focus area, what will be the top priority 
of your fund in 2017, and how different is it vs. 2016?

How do you expect the fund-raising 
environment in India to change in 2017?

20172016
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30%
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as is

Get somewhat
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Get somewhat 
better

Get significantly
better

40%
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Figure 2.3: Alternative investment funds (AIFs) have more than doubled in the last two years, raising 
$2.4 billion in 2016

Figure 2.4: Fund-raising is higher priority for investors in 2017, with many expecting a more chal-
lenging environment





• Total PE deal value in 2016 was the second highest 
since 2008 at about $16.8 billion. Excluding con-
sumer technology and real estate, investment value 
in 2016 was higher (by $0.4 billion) vs. 2015.

• BFSI attracted the highest investments and continues 
to be an attractive sector for investors. Deal making 
spiked in IT/ITeS and manufacturing, but consumer 
tech, while still substantial, saw a decline in invest-
ment value.

• The top 15 deals contributed to 30% of total invest-
ment value vs. 25% in 2015.

• Early- and growth-stage deals continue to be the 
most dominant stages of investment (40% of deal 
value); majority and buyout deals have increased 
in 2016, indicating an inclination for more con-
trol by investors.

• Competition for deals is increasing with growth in 
the number of participating funds. India-focused 
funds believe that competition from large global 
PE fi rms is a key concern.

• New asset classes such as venture debt and dis-
tressed assets are emerging in India, offering more 
opportunities for capital deployment.

• Making new deals will be the top priority for funds 
in 2017. Funds expect BFSI and healthcare to 
see maximum investment activity in 2017.

• Investors view the current valuations as high, but 
expect a slowdown in 2017.

3.
Deal making
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Notes: Includes real estate and infrastructure; no filter on deal size has been applied to the overall figures
Source: Bain PE deals database

Annual PE/VC investments in India

2010 2011 2012 20132006 20072005 2008 2009 2014 2015 2016
0
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$30B

185 551531380216448494296 696 802 1,049 976
Number
of deals 

2.6

7.4

17.1

14.1

4.5

9.5
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11.8

15.2

22.9
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Q3

Q4

16.8

–27%

–7%

*Also includes media and entertainment, engineering and construction, and telecommunications 
Note: Other includes a variety of industries like education, sports, hospitality and airports
Source: Bain PE deals database

Manufacturing and IT deals grew over last year while consumer tech declinedBFSI, consumer tech and IT
made ~55% of investment value

Annual PE/VE investments (2016) Deal value ($B) Deal volume

Sector CY2015 CY16 CAGR CY2015 CY16 CAGR
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Other*
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Figure 3.1: Total private equity deal value in 2016 was about $16.8 billion, the second highest in the 
last nine years

Figure 3.2: Investment value for BFSI, IT and manufacturing grew in 2016 while consumer tech 
declined significantly
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*We considered only deals above $10 million for the analysis
Sources: Bain PE deals database; literature search

Selection of top NBFC deals (2016)NBFCs account for ~60%
of the total investments* in BFSI

Annual PE/VC investments in banking, 
financial services and insurance

Banking

NBFC

Insurance
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Wealth management

~$3.2B
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Source: Bain PE deals database

Company Value ($M)

Mphasis ~1,100

Resurgent Power ~500

QuEST Global ~350

GE Capital Services ~330

Bangalore International Airport ~321

Eicher Motors ~310

Sanmar Chemicals Group ~300

SBI Life Insurance ~270

CARE Hospitals ~255

Sigma Electric ~250

Ibibo Group ~250

Edelweiss Asset Reconstruction ~250

Greenko Energy Holdings ~230

Janalakshmi Financial Services ~210

Snapdeal

Quarter

Q2

Q2

Q1

Q3

Q1

Q2

Q2

Q4

Q1

Q4

Q1

Q4

Q2

Q2

Q1

Industry

IT & ITES

Energy

IT & ITES

BFSI

Others

Manufacturing

Manufacturing

BFSI

Healthcare

Manufacturing

Consumer technology

BFSI

Energy

BFSI

Consumer technology

Fund(s)

Blackstone

CDPQ, OSGRF, KIA

Advent, GIC, Bain Capital

AION India Investment Advisors; Pramod Bhasin; Anil Chawla

Fairfax Financial

EuroPacific Growth Fund; Cartica Capital

Fairfax Financial

KKR; Temasek

The Abraaj Group

Argand Capital Partners

Naspers

CDPQ

GIC, ADIA

Havells India; Morgan Stanley Private Equity Asia; TPG Capital and others

Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, Iron Pillar and others ~200

Total ~$5,100

Figure 3.3: Nonbanking fi nancial institutions (NBFCs) drove investments in banking, fi nancial services 
and insurance (BFSI)

Figure 3.4: Together the top 15 deals constitute about 30% of the total 2016 PE deal value vs. about 
25% in 2015
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Note: Other includes a variety of industries like BFSI, manufacturing, energy, IT & ITES, shipping and logistics, media and entertainment, engineering and construction, healthcare,
telecommunications, and consumer and retail
Source: Bain PE deals database

PE/VC deals by key sectors
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Source: Bain PE deals database

Average deal size

Number of consumer tech deals >$200M

CY2015 CY2016

CY2015 CY2016

% of deals (volume)

Deal value CY2015 CY2016

<$2M 55.4 49.9

$2M–$5M 11.9 13.2

$5M–$10M 8.5 9.3

$10M–$25M 15.7 12.9

$25M–$100M 12.4 10.6

>$100M 4.1 4.1

Average deal size ($M)
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6.8 6.5
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21.8
17.2
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–21%

26.020.3Excluding
consumer tech –28%

Fewer mega deals in consumer tech in 2016 vs. 2015

• 2015 saw funding rounds of more than $500 million for Flipkart, 
Ola Cabs, Snapdeal and Paytm. Consumer tech accounted for four 
of the five largest deals in 2015

• No consumer tech deals in 2016 exceeded $500 million

Figure 3.5: Consumer tech and real estate contributed to the decline in overall investments

Figure 3.6: Excluding consumer tech, the average deal size in 2016 was $17 million—a 28% increase 
over last year
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25%–50%

<25%

50%–70%

>75%

~$8~$11 ~$10 ~$13 ~$19 ~$15

*Does not include real estate or energy deals
^Includes only those deals where stake size is known 
Source: Bain PE deals database

PE/VC investments in India by purchase stake *^ PE/VC investments ($B) in India by investment stage*
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In 2016, the top 2 deals forming about 20% of buyouts include GE 
Capital ($330M) and Sigma Electric ($250M)
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Buyout
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Pre-IPO
Other

Percentage of minority stake deals with a “path to control”Percentage of respondents

Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)

In minority deal situation, are you interested to get a “path to control” 
with decision rights for most important investments?

Looking at the past few years, what percentage
 of the companies that were bought with a minority stake had 

a “path to control,” and how do you expect this to change over time?
L

In the past 
2–3 years

Expectation 
for the next 2–3 years

Yes, moderately
interested

Yes, very
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Not really
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at all
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Figure 3.7: 2016 saw a higher share of majority deals and an increase in buyouts which accounted for 
about 20% of deal value

Figure 3.8: Even in minority deals, investors are interested in getting a “path to control” for key decisions
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*All funds included that participated in one or more deals in India in that year; only deals >$10M considered for analysis; consortium deals attributed to all the participating funds
Source: Bain PE deals database

Number of funds participating in India*

• New funds and asset types have emerged in the market: AIFs, 
venture debt, distressed asset funds, etc.

• Participants include three main types:

–   Global PE firms include Advent, Apax Partners, Bain Capital, 
Blackstone, Carlyle, CVC International, Goldman Sachs, KKR,
TPG, Warburg Pincus

–   Sovereign wealth funds include Abu Dhabi Investment Council, 
GIC, Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Oman India Joint Investment 
Fund, Oman Investment Fund, Qatar Investment Authority, 
Temasek

–   Other players like Trifecta Capital and InnoVen that participate 
in venture debt, family offices like Catamaran Ventures, smaller 
local funds, hedge funds

300

0

200

100

2013 2014 2015 2016

138

193

240
253

*No respondent selected the option “decreased”
**No respondent selected the option “very limited understanding”
Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)

Percentage of total respondents selecting each option* Percentage of total respondents selecting each option**

How has the overall competition level
changed in the Indian market?

What do you see as the biggest
competitive threat in 2017?
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Figure 3.9: Indian market is seeing higher competition with more funds participating

Figure 3.10: Consequently, investors believe that competition has increased, with global PE fi rms viewed 
as biggest threat
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*No respondent selected the option “Deals originated and underwritten by LPs where you were invited to join” 
Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)

Percentage of total respondents selecting each option* Percentage of total respondents selecting each option

Looking at your current portfolio in your focus area,
does it include deals with greater participation from LPs?

What are your firm’s plans with respect to managed accounts/
coinvestment opportunities for LPs in 2017 in your focus area?
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*Total funds raised excludes real estate and infrastructure
** Deal value of two deals not public (Asian Teaxpress & One Assist Consumer Solutions)
Sources: Preqin; VCCEdge; Bain analysis

Total value of venture debt deals in India*

Venture debt has low penetration but has grown rapidly Select examples

“Low penetration levels of venture debt in India would mean there is still 
enough scope to grow. In the US, the total venture capital market is in 
the order of $50 billion, out of which about $6 billion is venture debt.”

—Leading venture debt fund

• Typical lending amount: ~$0.5–$5.5M (INR 30–350M) with a 2- to  
3-year horizon

• Interest rate of 15%–16% by venture debt firms vis-à-vis NBFCs, which 
will typically charge 18%–20% interest
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Figure 3.11 : LPs are also expected to play a more active role in future deals

Figure 3.12: Venture debt funding is a relatively new trend in India but has shown signs of growth
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Percentage of total respondents selecting the top sectors for investment in 2017

Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)

Which industry sectors do you expect 
to be most attractive in 2017 in the Indian market?

What is your perspective on valuations
of potential targets? How do you believe rising 

interest will impact valuations in 2017?
Percentage of total respondents selecting each option
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Figure 3.13: Funds expect healthcare and fi nancial services to see highest investment activity; valuations 
expected to decrease
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• 2016 was a good year for exits, which should sig-
nal confi dence for investors. The total exit value 
grew marginally by about 2% to reach $9.6 bil-
lion, while the number of exits declined by 8%.

• Top 10 exits together constitute 45% of total PE 
deal value in 2016, similar to 2015. 

• The healthcare and manufacturing sectors saw 
the highest exit activity and accounted for 40% 
of the total exit value. IT, telecom and BFSI ac-
counted for 50% of unexited deal value from the 
2008 to 2012 investment period.

• Although public market sales continued to be promi-
nent modes of exit, secondary and strategic sales 
increased by 15% in volume. Strategic interest 
appeared in a few large deals, while large-scale 
portfolio companies were bought by other private 
equity investors.

• While top-line growth is the most important factor 
in returns today, investors believe cost and capital 
efficiency will be the most important factors in 
value creation.

4.
Exits and portfolio 
management
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Notes: Includes real estate and infrastructure exits; no filter on exit value has been applied to the overall figures
Source: Bain PE exits database

Annual PE/VC exits in India
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Figure 4.1: Despite a slowdown in exit volume, total exit value grew marginally in 2016 to reach ~$9.6B

Figure 4.2: Together, the top 10 exits constitute 45% of total deal value in 2016, similar to 2015
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Source: Bain PE exits database

Manufacturing and healthcare saw the highest growth over last year;
multiple small exits in consumer technology

Exit value ($B) Exit volume

Sector CY2015 CY16 CAGR CY2015 CY16 CAGR

Manufacturing 0.9 2.5 178% 44 30 –32%

Healthcare 1.0 1.5 50% 29 24 –17%

IT & ITES 1.6 1.1 –30% 18 14 –22%

BFSI 2.3 1.1 –52% 36 26 –28%

Telecom 0.8 0.9 13% 3 2 –33%

Real estate 0.6 0.8 33% 13 16 23%

Consumer technology 0.8 0.5 –38% 11 33 200%

Consumer and retail 0.5 0.5 0% 25 15 –40%

Shipping and logistics 0.1 0.3 200% 5 8 60%

Engineering and construction 0.2 0.1 –50% 11 12 9%

Media and entertainment 0.3 0.1 –67% 7 2 –71%

Energy 0.4 0.0 –100% 6 1 –83%

Other 0.1 0.3 200% 5 14 180%

Total 9.4 9.6 2% 213 197 –8%
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increased from 30% to 45%

Strategic sales and buybacks have
the highest average deal sizes
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Figure 4.3: Manufacturing and healthcare were key sectors for exits in 2016

Figure 4.4: Strategic and secondary sales grew in 2016; most large exits have been strategic sales 
or buybacks
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*For this analysis, we considered deals greater than or equal to $50 million from the period 2008–12 and excluded real estate and infrastructure deals
Sources: Bain PE exits database; Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)

If applicable, what are your plans for these older assets? 
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What was the biggest cause of return on the deals you exited (percentage of total deals)?
How do you see things changing in 5 years (percentage of total deals)?
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Figure 4.5: IT, Telecom and BFSI account for half of all unexited deals, and most investors plan to 
continue working on their unexited portfolio

Figure 4.6: Cost and capital effi ciency are expected to be the biggest creators of future value
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• The exit track record is critical for continued private 
equity investments in India; currently there is $50 
billion of investment overhang in the industry.

• Most investors look for cost-reduction opportunities 
during due diligence; however, only 50% can 
fulfi l them before exiting.

• While investors indicate that they have a clear 
value-creation model in place, 60% are still in the 
process of staffi ng their portfolio teams. Today, 
40% of portfolio teams have one member or less 
vs. an ideal of three to fi ve members desired by 
most funds.

• Funds believe that the ability to operate ac-
cording to the proprietary view, having a clear 
value-creation plan and conducting robust due 
diligence are the most important criteria for suc-
cessful investments.

• We believe a successful value-creation playbook 
has 10 critical steps across 3 life stages of the 
deal journey: predeal, during the holding period 
and preexit.

• Large, successful exits in 2016 (such as KKR’s exit 
from ATG and Advent’s exit from Care Hospitals) 
demonstrate a few of these best practices to un-
lock portfolio value. 

5.
In focus: Value 
creation in portfolio 
companies
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Notes: Includes only those deals where deal size is known; excludes real estate and energy deals
Sources: Bain PE deals database; Bain PE exits database; Bain analysis

Total PE/VC investments and exits

Significant overhang of PE investments over the last 10 years

“Even though Indian private equity has disappointed in the last few years, LPs continue to see India as a destination with huge potential. There have been 
multiple concerns, but once uncertainties in the macro situation subside and the growth story gets back on track, LPs will start investing in India again.”
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Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)
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Figure 5.1: An exit track record is critical—if LPs don’t see money back, they won’t reinvest

Figure 5.2: Having a clear value creation strategy is one of the key actions for successful investments
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Done for the vast
majority of the portfolio

companies (>80%)

Done for many of the
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(50%–80%)

Done for a few of the portfolio
companies (5%–25%)

Very rarely done (0%–5%)

Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)
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How would you characterise your firm’s post-acquisition
value-creation model in your focus area?

To what extent do your current portfolio companies
use internal or external teams to implement value-creation plans?
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Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)
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How often do you look at cost/margin
opportunities during the due diligence? 

Looking at the portfolio companies you have exited
in the last 2–3 years, have you been able to achieve targeted

margin expansion over the holding period?
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Figure 5.3: Most investors believe that they have a clear value creation plan and used internal teams for 
value addition

Figure 5.4: However, only about half of funds are able to achieve targeted margin expansion over the 
holding period
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Source: Bain Private Equity Survey 2017 (n=25)

Percentage of respondents selecting each option Percentage of total respondents selecting each option

How far along is your firm in building its portfolio
capabilities in your geography?

How many people (or full-time equivalents) do you have who focus
exclusively on portfolio company value addition in your focus area?
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• Define your exit strategy early and 
conduct a regular portfolio valuation 
to identify the right exit points

• Use your network to identify the right 
bankers, strategic buyers and other funds

• Explore your network to open new 
business opportunities for the company

• Contribute and participate in injecting 
talent and helping incorporate boards

• Set up professional governance and 
participate proactively to accelerate 
important decisions

• Challenge and refresh value-creation 
plan every two to three years

• Use your network to help the portfolio 
company with any necessary 
inorganic growth

• Conduct rigorous due diligence 
to sharpen deal thesis and identify 
specific ways to create value

 
• Structure deals to protect downsides 

to equity value dilution

• Align incentives of the promoter 
and management to the core thesis 
of value creation

Figure 5.5: About 60% of funds are still in the process of staffi ng their portfolio teams; half of these 
teams have one member or less

Figure 5.6: We believe that 10 critical actions can unlock portfolio companies’ value
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About Bain’s Private Equity practice

Bain & Company is the management consulting fi rm the world’s business leaders come to when they want en-

during results. Together, we fi nd value across boundaries, develop insights to act on and energise teams to sustain 

success. We’re passionate about always doing the right thing for our clients, our people and our communities, even 

if it isn’t easy. Bain advises clients on strategy, operations, technology, organisation, private equity, and mergers and 

acquisitions. We develop practical, customised insights that clients act on and transfer skills that make change stick. 

Founded in 1973, Bain has 55 offi ces in 36 countries as well as deep expertise and a long client roster across every 

industry and economic sector. Our clients have outperformed the stock market 4 to 1.

Bain is also the leading consulting partner to the private equity (PE) industry and its stakeholders. Private equity 

consulting at Bain has grown fi vefold over the past 15 years and now represents about one-quarter of the fi rm’s 

global business. We maintain a global network of more than 1,000 experienced professionals serving PE clients.

In India, we have a leadership position in PE consulting and have reviewed most of the large PE deals that have 

come to the market. Our practice is more than triple the size of the next-largest consulting fi rm serving private 

equity fi rms both globally and within India.

Bain’s work with PE fi rms spans fund types, including buyout, infrastructure, real estate and debt. We also work with 

hedge funds, as well as with many of the most prominent institutional investors, including sovereign wealth funds, 

pension funds, endowments and family investment offi ces. We support our clients across a broad range of objectives:

Deal generation. We help develop differentiated investment theses and enhance deal fl ow, profi ling industries, 

screening companies and devising a plan to approach targets.

Due diligence. We help support better deal decisions by performing due diligence, assessing performance-

improvement opportunities and providing a post-acquisition agenda.

Immediate post-acquisition. We support the pursuit of rapid returns by developing a strategic blueprint for the ac-

quired company, leading workshops that align management with strategic priorities and directing focused initiatives.

Ongoing value addition. We help increase a company’s value by supporting revenue enhancement and cost reduc-

tion and by refreshing strategy.

Exit. We help ensure funds maximise returns by identifying the optimal exit strategy, preparing the selling documents 

and prequalifying buyers.

Firm strategy and operations. We help PE fi rms develop their own strategy for continued excellence by devising 

differentiated strategies, maximising investment capabilities, developing sector specialisation and intelligence, 

enhancing fund-raising, improving organisational design and decision making, and enlisting top talent.

Institutional investor strategy. We help institutional investors develop best-in-class investment programmes across 

asset classes, including PE, infrastructure and real estate. Topics we address cover asset-class allocation, portfolio 

construction and manager selection, governance and risk management, and organisational design and decision 

making. We also help institutional investors expand participation in PE, including through coinvestment and direct 

investing opportunities.  
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Shared Ambit ion, True  Re sults

Bain & Company is the management consulting fi rm that the world’s business leaders come to when 
they want results.
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